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Galerie Dukan is pleased to present Pohled z lebky // View from 
the skull, the first solo exhibition of Czech artist  Jakub Matuška aka 
Masker  (1981, Prague) at Dukan gallery.

Masker’s latest works which have formed over his time and 
residency in London are characterized by a significant theme and 
formal constriction. The ongoing plot has stopped in time and 
transformed into itself. The artist has been strongly dedicated to his 
foundation, occasionally returning to ideas that form the hidden 
core of his previous work.

Particularly relating to multilateral changes between the 
permanent and transient, the living in the dead, beautiful in the ugly, 
taking place in space it is dominated by ubiquitous time. Common, 
sometimes seemingly simple scenes bring intricate intertwining of 
different shapes, which often turn over their original meaning into 
the opposite. Everyday events under the gaze of Masker receive 
a mythical form. Persistent ideas that emerged from somewhere 
in the human unconscious, interfere with the contemporary. The 
favorite bike path through the woods (On bike through the woods, 
2014), grows into unexpected drama.

From a monochrome printed background reflects an intricate 
flow of various phenomena, bringing articulation, a coherent plot, 
composed of many disparate parts. With alternating opposites of 
the beautiful and ugly Masker works as the parallel polarization, 
giving it movement to the far edge of the visual experience that 
he lets fluctuate, allowing it to run in different directions and then 
return itself back to a solid outline, standing at the beginning of the 
painting process, commenced by a linear underdrawing on a blank 
white surface, which subsequently is entered by color.

The sensory world of Masker’s changes as a whole into conversion 
of continuity and discontinuity, natural continuity and sudden 
reversals. Masker continues to raise questions about the meaning 
of representation, which constantly brings him new ideas. The 
bodies of the boy and girl, sitting behind the table (Two at the table, 
2014) embody different substances; one figure was born from torn, 
decaying black and white rags, the other from liquefied green-
blue drops. The most obvious is on the faces. Highly elaborate, the 
rugged face of the boy decays into sharp fractures covered with 
glasses, the face of the girl gained almost a psychedelic shade where 
from her dark head there emits only slightly white dot eyes. The 
perception of the artist’s most recent paintings is a walk on uneven 
pavement. Each step must be given special attention, otherwise 
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threatens your foot to overstepping and tripping, opening new 
spaces, seemingly weightless to the others. Masker’s imagination 
grows from the moment of uncertainty, from which is derived the 
movement between solid and liquid, permanent and variable. He 
retains still however a very consistent almost minutely detailed 
finish, which shows the significant technical advancement in the 
usage of means of expression.

With his paintings Masker warns: mundane plots are concluded 
sometimes through unexpected consequences. New areas are 
released from a default theme, deepening ever more subtly with 
the layers of spray. The human head changes into skull (Skull, 
2014). While large tears roll down from the eyes, the lower jaw is 
left with only a few teeth. Masker penetrates a bodily surface area, 
from which he pulls away from to express new, unexpected and 
unusual layers of which he is trying to free the red figure with a 
large blue eye located inside the head holding with his hands onto 
shreds of flapping skin, a kind of surviving parasite, representing 
perhaps the artist’s ego. He is the person who is closest to Masker, 
however which represents also his enemies, accompanying him like 
an unwanted shadow.

The boundaries of Masker’s shapes are spines and bulges, within 
which from death is born a new life. The free echo of the myth 
of Cronos, devouring his own children, may be expressed in the 
painting Baby (2014). It illustrates the continuing struggle between 
good and evil, expressing the figure of a crawling overgrown 
child, whose attitude is reminiscent of the iconic sculptures on 
the building of the Prague Zizkov TV tower. He eats small figures 
that have one blue eye, that subsequently pour out of eye holes 
so that with outstretched arms they can float in free space. This 
act of symbolic transformation threatens the red starfish with a 
mocking grimace on their faces. It destroys all living things around 
them. Their edges cut into the child’s body and on their points they 
puncture tiny characters.  

In his recent paintings Masker develops an individually conceived 
idea of rebirth and death based on recollection, when ephemeral 
impulses come into force from the age-old myth.

Karel Srp
May 2014

Dr. Karel Srp was the curator of the City Gallery of Prague from 1988-2012. He is considered one of the best Czech art historians. His exhibitions 
and monographic publications not only meet the most stringent scientific criteria, but they are also widely attended and enjoyed by the larger 
audience. Dr. Karel Srp has curated and written on Masker’s work before in previous years and is very well involved within his technique and 
style of work which he also describes so precisely. Dr. Srp has not only had much success within the Czech Republic but has also had and 
held leading lectures and seminars in UCLA Los Angeles, USA, Chicago University, USA, Museum of Fine Art, Houston USA, National gallery 
Washington, USA, Miami University, USA and Einstein forum, Berlin.
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